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SEL F-H EL P

MINDING YOUR MIND
James O’Loghlin and Ian Hickie
October 2022
Penguin
320pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Written with compassion and curiosity, warmth and humour, Minding Your Mind is for anyone who
wants the best for their mental well-being but might not know the best way to get there. It’s a checkup for everything happening between the ears and through the body, flagging the warning signs
when things get wobbly and offering a pathway to a more fulfilling life.
The mind is a marvel. It’s at the centre of our most rewarding experiences. It lets in awe and laughter,
love and wisdom, and helps us overcome life’s great trials. It’s our greatest asset, but it can also be our
greatest adversary, allowing in self-doubt, anxious thoughts and depression. It can magnify our fears and
undermine our best intentions, and lead us into life’s darkest corners.
Based on James O’Loghlin and Professor Ian Hickie’s popular podcast, Minding Your Mind is an
exploration into everything you’ve ever wanted to know about how the mind works, and the thoughts and
emotions that steer our lives. It also offers practical strategies on how we can understand, change and
improve our mental health, covering such topics as:
* Burn-out and depression * Hope and despair * Trust and trauma * Humour and community * Trauma
and addiction * Anger and self-control * Managing our body clocks * Navigating life’s crises * The
importance of social connection and community
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JAMES O’LOGHLIN is an author, television and radio host, conference
keynote speaker and MC, and comedian. James hosted radio shows
on ABC Local Radio for 15 years, and television shows for 11 years, most
notably the much-loved The New Inventors on ABC-TV for 8 years. He
has written 10 books, including 4 non-fiction, and 6 novels for children.
PROFESSOR IAN HICKIE is a psychiatrist and Co-Director of Health and
Policy at The University of Sydney’s Brain and Mind Centre. He is one of
Australia’s leading advocates for, and commentators on, mental health.
He was the first CEO of Beyond Blue, the national depression initiative, and an
inaugural Commissioner on Australia’s National Mental Health Commission.
Ian is also an internationally renowned researcher in psychiatry, and is currently
writing a book on depression, The Devil You Knew, which will be published by
Penguin Random House Australia in 2023.

SEL F-H EL P

CLICK OR CLASH?
Dr Ali Walker
January 2023
Penguin Life Australia
272pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

An illuminating guide to happier relationships and greater belonging, from Australia’s leading
connection scientist.
Our lives are filled with relationships and daily interactions. They form a vital part of our wellbeing. But
very few of us understand how we connect best, who we are really compatible with, and why.
From the workplace, to friendships old and new, to family, to dating and long-term romantic partners, this
groundbreaking book will explain and transform all of the connections in your life – the clicks and the
clashes.
Using her unique Connection Type model, human connection scientist Dr Ali Walker reveals the tools for
understanding your personal connection style and those of others, recognising who you are compatible
with, and strengthening your sense of belonging.
Based on fascinating new research, and filled with real-life examples and practical advice, Click or Clash?
is for anyone seeking healthy, happy, fulfilling relationships of any kind.
Sales Points:
• Water-cooler subject that’s great for word-of-mouth – understand yourself and those around you,
reduce loneliness and improve your relationships
• Perfect for anyone who loves self-diagnostic tools like the Five Love Languages, Myers-Briggs,
attachment theory
• Based on original research from Ali’s PhD in group dynamics followed by a three-year research study
of over 5000 respondents. The book reveals the zones where different people prefer to connect, and
strategies to communicate in those zones
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As one of five children, DR ALI WALKER’S interest in group dynamics and human
behaviour started early around a very lively and intense dinner table. Originally
a criminal lawyer, Ali has a PhD in group dynamics from the Australian National
University. Ali is a mediator and the founder of Ality, a company that designs
personality assessments and wellbeing platforms to identify how we connect
with others and our motivational drivers. She has delivered leadership programs
and workshops to over 100,000 people throughout her career across organisations
such as multinational companies, government departments, not for profits,
universities, schools, hospitals, corrective services and juvenile justice facilities.
Ali is also the author of the bestseller Get Conscious: How to stop overthinking
and come alive.

NOT NOW, NOT EVER
GEN DER & P O L I T I CS

Julia Gillard

Over
173,000 copies
sold across
all titles in
Australia and
New Zealand

October 2022
Vintage Australia
288pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold in previous title: Women and Leadership – United Kingdom
(Penguin Random House UK), United States of America (MIT Press), Italy
(Aboca Edizioni), Brazil (Companhia Editora Nacional); My Story – United
Kingdom (Penguin Random House UK), China (Guangxi Normal University
Press Group), Audio (Bolinda Publishing)

Ten years on from the speech that stopped us all in our tracks – Julia Gillard’s misogyny speech.
Where were you then? And where are we now?
Then it was done. After staying silent, I’d had my say. At no time did I feel worked up or hotly angry. I felt
strong, measured, controlled.
Yet emotion did play its role in the energy of the speech. The frustration that sexism and misogyny could
still be so bad in the twenty-first century. The toll of not pointing it out.
On 9 October 2012, Prime Minister Julia Gillard stood up and proceeded to make all present in Parliament
House that day pay attention – and left many of them squirming in their seats. The incisive ‘misogyny
speech’, as her words came to be known, continues to energise and motivate women who need to stare
down sexism and misogyny in their own lives.
With contributions from Mary Beard, Jess Hill, Jennifer Palmieri, Katharine Murphy and members of the
Global Institute for Women’s Leadership, Julia Gillard explores the history and culture of misogyny, tools
in the patriarchy’s toolbox, intersectionality, and gender and misogyny in the media and politics.
Kathy Lette looks at how the speech has gained a new life on TikTok, as well as inspiring other tributes
and hand-made products, and we hear recollections from Wayne Swan, Anne Summers, Cate Blanchett,
Brittany Higgins and others of where they were and how they first encountered the speech.
While behaviours may have improved since the misogyny speech, there remains a way to go and Julia
Gillard explores the roadmap for the future with next-generation feminists Sally Scales, Chanel Contos
and Caitlin Figueiredo to motivate us with that rallying cry: Not now, not ever!
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JULIA GILLARD was the 27th Prime Minister of Australia, the first, and only, woman
to serve in that role. Since leaving office, she has dedicated her time to advocacy,
governance roles and writing. In 2021, Julia was appointed Chair of Wellcome,
a global charitable foundation based in the UK that supports science to solve
urgent worldwide health challenges. Julia is also the founder and inaugural Chair
of the Global Institute for Women’s Leadership at King’s College London and
Chair of its sister institute at the Australian National University. GIWL strives for a
world where being a woman is neither a barrier to becoming a leader in any field,
nor a contributor to negative perceptions of an individual’s leadership. In 2014,
Julia joined the Board of Beyond Blue, one of Australia’s foremost mental health
awareness bodies, and has served as Chair since 2017. As a lifelong advocate for
increasing access to education, especially in developing nations, Julia was Chair
of the Global Partnership for Education from 2014 to 2021. Julia wrote My Story,
a memoir based on her experience as prime minister. Her second book, Women
and Leadership: Real lives, real lessons, co-authored with Dr Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala,
explores the challenges women face in leadership. Photo Credit © Nick Clayton

SEL F-H EL P

FIFTEEN SECONDS OF BRAVE
Melissa Doyle
November 2022
Viking Australia
288pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

In your darkest hour, can you still find hope?
In this intimate and insightful book, Melissa Doyle shares the stories of some of the most resilient people
she has ever met, gently drawing out their wisdom, empathy and heartfelt practical advice for anyone
who’s going through a difficult time.
When the world stopped turning in 2020, award-winning journalist Melissa Doyle had already been
thrown off course by life. She’d just turned fifty, her eldest child had left home to study overseas and her
twenty-five-year-long career as a popular presenter at Channel 7 had come to an end.
While lockdowns and closed borders damaged livelihoods, relationships and the nation’s mental health,
Melissa found herself reflecting on some of the survivors she’d met during her years reporting from the
front lines of triumph and tragedy. Surely these people had clues on how to navigate grief and anxiety?
Revisiting these stories with such extraordinary people, Melissa was struck once more by their hard-won
wisdom and their ability not just to survive but to find meaning in their experiences. Having faced the
worst that life could throw at them, from childhood trauma, to a freak accident, to betrayal of the cruellest
kind, they now explain how hope can prevail and we can all, as one remarkable little boy put it, find our
‘fifteen seconds of brave’.
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Sales Points
• The title of the book comes from Mel’s favourite story – a little boy called Noah who has a terminal
illness. When he’s having treatment he says he tries to find his ‘fifteen seconds of brave’. His mother
asked him, ‘What if it takes longer?’ He replied, ‘Then I’ll find another fifteen seconds.’
• The survivors Mel interviews have advice on vicarious grief, PTSD, anxiety, depression, alcoholism,
trauma, resilience and forgiveness.
• There are a broad range of stories, including: a woman whose father was murdered by her own
daughter; a young Ugandan woman who was kidnapped by a general in the Lord’s Resistance Army; a
woman whose husband became an amputee after serving in Afghanistan; a fashion designer battling
depression; and the Abdallah family, whose children were killed by a drunk driver.

Journalist, TV presenter, radio host, author, wife and mum of two MELISSA
DOYLE is one of the best-known and trusted people in the Australian media with
more than 30 years’ experience. Photo Credit © Nick Leary

SEL F-H EL P

UNBOUNDED
Maria Thattil
February 2023
Ebury Australia
256pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

A guide to understanding and transcending your limiting beliefs to show up as a leader in your own
life.
What would change in your life if you were able to transcend the societal conditioning that tells you that
you aren’t enough, you can’t do it, or there is no space for you?
In Unbounded, Miss Universe Australia 2020 and passionate diversity advocate Maria Thattil offers
up a framework for overcoming obstacles that manifest differently but universally – such as racism,
homophobia, gender inequality and financial hardship. She gives readers hope that they too can
galvanise change to better themselves and their lives.
Exploring ten active stages of growth, in Unbounded Maria guides readers to acknowledge, understand
and move beyond their own limiting beliefs. With her background in psychology and human resources,
and current training in neurocoaching, she also weaves in nuggets of research to strengthen her own
personal accounts.

Sales Points
• Many of Maria’s discussion topics and projects target current and important social justice issues
including anti-racism, diversity, inclusion, representation, youth empowerment, mental health, sexism
in the workplace, gender equality and LGBTIQ+ issues.
• Maria’s book will appeal to readers of Glennon Doyle’s Untamed and Florence Given’s Women Don’t
Owe You Pretty.
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MARIA THATTIL is Australia’s most celebrated contemporary South Asian media personality. A staunch
diversity advocate, content creator, commentator, writer, model, speaker and media personality,
Maria uses her voice and her words to create meaningful dialogue and campaign for change.
Maria’s appearance as a cast member on Network Ten’s I’m a Celebrity … Get Me Out of Here in early
2022 gained national attention when she came out as bisexual on-air, helping to destigmatise people’s
sexual preferences. This led to her ongoing charity affiliation with Minus 18, an Australian organisation
which supports LGBTIQ youth. Maria also serves as a member of the United Nations Association
of Australia And is an ambassador for Mission Australia and Sisterworks. Photo Credit © Nick Leary

N O N -FI C T I O N

QUEER CHAMELEON AND FRIENDS
Amee Wilson
February 2023
Ebury Australia
128pp (160mm x 160mm)
Rights Held: World

A gorgeous, vibrant, funny and uplifting book of illustrations about the queer experience,
from the creator of the online sensation @queeeerchameleon
Artist Amee Wilson started drawing comics of anxious animals during lockdown. She was then inspired
to make a series about queer identity and sexuality after she got a lot of attention for a comic about a
chameleon turning the colours of the pride flag. Queer Chamelon quickly became an adored character
and a sensation on TikTok and Instagram, reaching millions of followers and garnering huge engagement
from fans.
Amee’s goal is to make content for people who don’t usually see themselves represented. ‘We have a
lot more understanding now about different identities but there’s still a big gap in seeing them shown
anywhere.’
Relatable and humorous, educational and inspiring, these comics form amazing gift book – to which
Amee has added plenty of new illustrations.
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AMEE WILSON is British-Australian illustrator and writer with a love of creativity
for good. Born in the UK, she has recently returned after six years working in
Australia. Currently exploring Europe with her partner, she plans to settle back
in London when they return. By day, Amee works in creative advertising in
technology, with a passion for ideas that tackle inequality. Her work has been
recognised at international award shows. By night, she illustrates and animates
the Queer Chameleon and Anxious Animals series. Queer Chameleon and Friends
is her first publication.

N O N -FI C T I O N

IN THIS BODY
Ruby Jones

Over 18,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

November 2022
Penguin
104pp
Rights Held: World
Rights sold in previous titles: All Of This For You – United States
(HarperCollins), Germany (Verlagsgruppe Random House), Chinese
(Global Group Holdings), Italian (Rizzoli), Slovakia (Ikar A. S.)

A stunning book for all ages, celebrating the human being in all its forms.
A beautiful illustrated book for every human being. Everyone is on their own journey, but the world can
be hard to navigate – especially when we don’t feel at home in our own skin. Ruby Jones offers little
reminders to be kind to ourselves, to appreciate all kinds of beauty and to find the joy in simply being
here.
Sales Points;
• Ruby’s All of This is For You has sold over 12,000 copies in New Zealand and Australia and enjoyed
amazing international success with rights and translation deals.
• Ruby has a huge following, a whopping 65k + on Instagram and her fan base is actively engaged.
• Ruby’s profile continues to grow, with her most recent illustrations inspired by the COVID-19
lockdowns.
• Ruby’s profile is constantly on the rise with her work being used on everything from Covid Vaccination
brochures to fund raising underwear!
• Ruby’s gorgeous art is now showcased in a bigger format, with text printed full colour throughout on
beautiful art paper
• Deals specifically with very topical ‘body’ concerns including self image, weight, pride, trans rights,
infertility, puberty and more
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RUBY JONES is a young Wellington-based artist and writer whose messages of
hope and kindness captured the zeitgeist and gained worldwide attention after
the March 2019 Christchurch terrorist attacks, when she shared her illustration
featuring two women embracing, penned with the words ‘This is your home and
you should have been safe here.’ A few days on from the attacks, Ruby was asked
to illustrate a cover for Time magazine. Since then, her work has been shared
widely and has appeared online with Buzzfeed, i-D, Vogue, Marie Claire and Nadia
magazine. All Of This Is For You is her first book and a bestseller that has been
translated into many languages around the world. Photo Credit © Ruby Rowe

SEL F-H EL P

WE LOVE LOVE
Laura Byrne and Brittany Hockley
October 2022
Ebury Australia
256pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

‘Raw and unfiltered, we present to you our ultimate and alphabetical guide to life, love and self!’ –
Laura and Britt, creators of the hit podcast Life Uncut
True love. Crushing failure. Hot dates. Wild ambition. Motherhood. Sisterhood.
Brittany Hockley and Laura Byrne, former Bachelor finalists and hosts of the number-one podcast Life
Uncut, have fumbled their way through it all. And they’re here to make you feel a little less alone in the
chaos.
Through interviewing the experts, dispensing advice and tackling questions about love and life – both
big and small – on Life Uncut, Laura and Britt have created a community of open-hearted and supportive
women. Now they’ve distilled their most trusted and true advice into a book that’s as much about
romance as it is about loving ourselves. We Love Love is an encyclopaedia of life as Britt and Laura have
lived it, full of hard-won wisdom, hilarious anecdotes, serious challenges and refreshing honesty.
From attachment styles to ghosting, pregnancy loss to impostor syndrome, long-distance relationships
to sexual kinks, and with some unfiltered stories from listeners thrown in along the way, Laura and Britt
give their take on pretty much everything from, well, A to Z with their signature wit and authenticity.
Life can be a hot mess at times, but with friends like these, you’ll never be short of love.
Pre-publication endorsements:
‘This book is like a comforting hug from your big sister. Britt and Laura will make you laugh until you cry
and cry until you laugh, with their refreshing honesty, wit, humour and relatable life experience. A must
read for those who love love.’ – Emma Carey, author of The Girl Who Fell from the Sky
‘Britt and Laura are the best friends that are brave enough to say what everyone else is thinking! The
stories they share are what you would only spill to your closest girlfriends – the difference is, they share
them with the entire nation. It’s absolutely brilliant.’ – Samantha Wills, author of Of Gold and Dust
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BRITTANY HOCKLEY has become one of The Bachelor franchise’s most
recognisable faces. She didn’t find the happy ever after there but she’s now carving
out one of her own! Britt juggles hosting the wildly popular podcast Life Uncut
with her work as an actor and writer. Britt is currently working on her own TV series.
LAURA BYRNE rose to fame in 2017 when she fell in love with Matty J on The
Bachelor. An Australian Bachelor success story, Laura and Matt are the proud
parents of two wild toddlers, Marlie-Mae and Lola. Laura is the founder and
creative director of one of Australia’s leading bohemian jewellery brands,
ToniMay, 2019 Cosmopolitan Fashion Designer of the Year and host of Life Uncut.
Together, Britt and Laura have a weekly radio show on KIIS and Life Uncut, twice
winner of the People’s Choice Award at the Australian Podcast Awards, has more
than 30 million downloads. Photo Credit © Mel Cartmer

SEL F-H EL P

EMBRACE KIDS
Taryn Brumfitt and Dr Zali Yager

Over 26,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

August 2022
Penguin Australia
432pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold in previous title: Embrace Yourself – Germany (Grafe and Unzer)

The essential body image handbook for parents of children and teens by powerhouse change-maker
and body positivity activist Taryn Brumfitt and Dr Zali Yager.
Imagine a world where young people don’t feel held back by their bodies. Where we appreciate each other
for who we are and what we do rather than what we look like.
Body image, and the associated issues of weight, food and physical activity, are hot topics in our families.
How did we get to this place of constant criticism about our own bodies, and how can we get out of it?
To coincide with the release of her ground-breaking new documentary Embrace Kids, leading body image
activist and powerhouse change-maker Taryn Brumfitt has collaborated with body image expert Dr
Zali Yager on one of the most important health issues of our time – helping our children and teens feel
comfortable about, and confident in, their bodies.
With chapters for parents on understanding your own journey, appreciating your own body and creating
a positive home environment, as well as tackling diet and fashion trends, friendship issues and social
media challenges, Embrace Kids is full of evidence-informed suggestions and supportive, practical
advice.
This book will teach you everything you need to know to build your kids’ body image, to wholeheartedly
embrace their uniqueness, and to steer them on a path to body confidence that has the power to liberate
them for life.
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TARYN BRUMFITT is an internationally recognised keynote speaker and the fiercely
passionate thought leader behind the Body Image Movement. A bestselling
author and director of the inspiring social-change documentaries Embrace and
Embrace Kids, Taryn’s global crusade to end the body dissatisfaction epidemic
has seen her recognised by UN Women, Amy Poehler’s Smart Girls and the Geena
Davis Institute. Her talk at Google HQ in Silicon Valley was live-streamed to every
Google office in the world. She was a finalist in the 2019 Australian of the Year
and 2018 Australian Financial Review 100 Women of Influence awards, and was
crowned the 2018 SA winner for Excellence in Women’s Leadership and winner
of the EY Entrepreneur of the Year, South Australia. Photo Credit © Taryn Brumfitt
DR ZALI YAGER is the Executive Director of the Body Confident Collective
and Honorary Associate Professor in the Institute for Health and Sport at
Victoria University. Zali has a health and physical education background,
and is an internationally recognised expert in the body image space, known
for figuring out ‘what works’ to build body image in school and community
settings and for her work in the Body Confident Mums project. A 2021 Westpac
Social Change Fellow who has presented her work around the world, Zali
is ridiculously passionate and driven by the desire to make this research
matter and create a safer body image environment for the next generation.
Photo Credit © Fire & Fly Media

SEL F-H EL P

WAWATA - MOON DREAMING:
30 DAYS AND NIGHTS GUIDED
BY THE MĀORI MOON
Dr Hinemoa Elder
October 2022
Penguin New Zealand
240pp (133mm x 185mm)
Rights Held: World

Over 56,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

Dr Hinemoa Elder, author of Aroha, New Zealand’s top-selling non-fiction title of 2021, shows us how to
reclaim intimacy with others, with ourselves and with our planet using the energies of Hina, the Maori
moon.
Hina, the Maori moon goddess, has 30 different faces to help illuminate life’s lessons - a different face
and a different energy for each day of the month. And with her changing light, new insights are revealed.
This book gives us the chance to connect to the ancient wisdom of the old people, who reach forward
into our lives, with each of the moon’s names as their offerings. Their reminders are a source of strength
in our strange modern world, where we have been stripped of much of the connection and relationships
we need for our wellbeing through successive lockdowns. We now see just how important these things
are!
This book leads you through a full cycle of the moon, to consider 30 aspects of life. And lessons we
thought we had learned come back around with each month’s cycle and remind us of deeper layers
and blind spots. And when we do find a growing sense of place, a place of harmony, there is a sense of
release. A new kind of freedom starts to emerge, soothing our modern-day pain and suffering.
This book is designed to open up our moon dreams, for a deeper affectionate connection with ourselves
and others.
Sales Points
• Aroha has sold over 50,000 copies and continues to sell strongly well into its second year
• Aroha was published in the United Kingdom
• Strong contemporary female themes - the celebration of women’s bodies, their cycles, fertility and
sexuality
• Uses Maori tradition with a modern twist, and strong focus on resilience, relationships and intimacy
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DR HINEMOA ELDER is of Ngati Kuri, Te Rarawa, Te Aupouri and Ngapuhi
descent and is the mother of two adult children. She has lived on Waiheke
Island for more than 20 years. She is a child and adolescent psychiatrist who
has worked in Starship Hospital’s Child & Family and Mother & Baby units and
various community clinics. In 2019, Hinemoa was appointed a Member of the
New Zealand Order of Merit for services to psychiatry and Maori. You can also
find her on Instagram @drhinemoa. Photo Credit © Simon Young

N O N -FI C T I O N

TIME WISE
Amantha Imber

Over 10,155
copies sold in
Australia and
New Zealand.

July 2022
Penguin Life Australia
320pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights Sold: United Kingdom (Ebury Edge) and Portugal (Alaúde)

‘Time Wise is a must-read for anyone who feels like there are not enough hours in the day. This book
will transform how you approach your workday.’ - Greg McKeown, New York Times Bestselling author
of Effortless and Essentialism
Dominate your day and level up your life, using the secrets and habits of highly effective people. A
practical guide from the behavioural scientist behind the #1 ranking Australian business podcast How I
Work.
Learn how to become time wise using the hacks that high achievers rely on to accomplish more than the
average person - so you can do your best work and have fun while doing it.
Organisational psychologist Dr Amantha Imber has interviewed more than 150 bestselling authors,
musicians, entertainers, entrepreneurs and business leaders for her podcast, How I Work, to get inside
their heads and understand the routines and rituals that enable them to achieve their purpose.
Three years and over 3 million podcast downloads later, she has uncovered a wealth of proven strategies
that anyone can adopt to improve their productivity, work and lifestyle - whether you are a CEO, working
parent, small business owner or university student.
In this clear and value-packed book, Amantha brings together all the gems she’s learned from her
conversations with guests including Adam Grant, Dan Pink, Cal Newport, B.J. Fogg and Gretchen Rubin,
to name just a few.
Covering energy, structure, decision-making, self-talk, digital distractions and more, Amantha’s practical
and research-backed guide will allow you to shortcut your way to achieving more in less time, with less
stress and greater joy.
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DR AMANTHA IMBER is an organisational psychologist and founder
of behavioural science consultancy Inventium. Amantha is also the
host of the number one ranking business podcast How I Work, which
has had over 3 million downloads, where she interviews some of the
world’s most successful people about their habits, strategies and rituals.
In 2019, Amantha was named as one of the Australian Financial Review’s
100 Women of Influence. In 2021, she won the Thinkers50 Innovation
Award (described by the Financial Times as the ‘Oscars for Management
Thinking’), which recognises the thinker who has contributed the most
to the understanding of innovation globally over the last two years.
Amantha’s thoughts have appeared in Harvard Business Review, Forbes,
Entrepreneur and Fast Company and she is the author of two bestselling books,
The Creativity Formula and The Innovation Formula. Photo Credit © Fagan Wilcox

N O N -FI C T I O N

HOW TO BE A BAD MUSLIM
Mohamed Hassan
May 2022
Penguin New Zealand
288pp (135mm x 210mm)
Rights Held: World

Funny, elegiac and chilling, these essays from award-winning New Zealand writer Mohamed Hassan
blend storytelling, memoir and non-fiction to map the experience of being
Muslim in the 21st Century.
This is the breakout non-fiction book from award-winning New Zealand writer Mohamed Hassan.
From Cairo to Takapuna, Athens to Istanbul, How To Be A Bad Muslim maps the personal and public
experience of being Muslim through essays on identity, Islamophobia, surveillance, migration and
language.
Traversing storytelling, memoir, journalism and humour, Hassan speaks authentically and piercingly
on mental health, grief and loss, while weaving memories of an Egyptian immigrant fighting childhood
bullies, listening to life-saving ‘90s grunge and auditioning for vaguely-ethnic roles in a certain pirate
movie franchise.
At once funny and chilling, elegiac and eye-opening, this is a must-read book from a powerfully talented
writer.
Praise for How To Be A Bad Muslim
‘The book is amazing. Mohamed Hassan is so talented. In How To Be A Bad Muslim, he pulls off that rare
trick of taking a poet’s grace and applying it to his essays, making them as beautiful to read as they are
illuminating.’ – Dominic Hoey, author of I Thought We’d Be Famous
‘Mohamed’s is a fresh voice but most of all, an important voice. We already have his poetry, which has
been rightly recognised, but now New Zealand literature is all the richer for his elegant and powerful nonfiction.’ – Rachael King, author of Red Rocks
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MOHAMED
HASSAN
is
an
award-winning
poet,
journalist,
podcaster
and
producer
from
Auckland
and
Cairo.
He is the author of the anthology National Anthem (Dead Bird
Books, 2020), which was shortlisted for the Ockham NZ Book
Awards in 2020, and was the 2015 NZ National Slam Champion.
His poems have been shared widely online, and are taught in hundreds
of schools internationally. He has toured his work across New Zealand,
Australia, the US and UK, at TEDx and at the Cheltenham Literature
Festival, and he represented NZ at the Individual World Poetry Slam in 2016.
Hassan was nominated for an Online Media Award in 2018 for his work covering
the Israel/Palestine conflict, and his RNZ podcast Public Enemy was awarded the
Gold Trophy at the 2017 New York Festivals Radio Awards. Photo Credit © Mohamed
Hassan

N O N -FI C T I O N - FI N A N CE

INVESTING WITH SHE’S
ON THE MONEY
Victoria Devine
September 2022
Penguin Life Australia
272pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

She’s on the
Money has sold
over 60,000
copies in
Australia and
New Zealand

The ultimate millennial investment guide from the award-winning, number one bestselling author of
She’s on the Money
Through the She’s on the Money podcast and online community, and her bestselling first book, millennial
financial adviser Victoria Devine has helped thousands of Australians take charge of their financial
futures.
Investing is a huge part of building wealth, which is why Victoria’s second book is all about learning how
and why to invest, and taking confident action to create an investment portfolio that will set you up for
security and prosperity later in life.
Start by understanding your money mindset, risk profile and why you can’t afford not to invest –
especially if you’re a woman (thanks, gender inequality!). Dive deep into the various ways you can invest
in the stock market and learn more about property investment. Discover how your superannuation
has already made you an investor, and get the low-down on ethical investing before creating your own
investment strategy that reflects your goals and values.
Covering all this and more, Victoria’s straightforward guidance and practical activities in Investing with
She’s on the Money will have you feeling educated, empowered and ready to grow your future wealth in
no time. Everyone has different starting points but it’s never too early or too late to begin your investing
journey – so let’s do this!
Awards for She’s On the Money:
Winner - Australian Book Industry Awards - General Non-Fiction Book of the Year 2022
Winner - Business Book Awards - Best Personal Finance & Investment Book of the Year 2021
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VICTORIA DEVINE is a multi-award-winning financial adviser who is
transforming the way millennials think about money. With a background in
behavioural psychology, her own financial advisory business, Zella, and a charttopping podcast, Victoria understands what makes her generation tick and
she knows how to make hard-to-understand concepts fun, fresh and relatable.
Victoria has been a guest speaker at events and featured in publications such
as The Financial Standard, Vogue, Business Chicks 9 to Thrive, ABC News, RMIT
Future of Financial Planning, Mamamia, Elle magazine, Yahoo Finance and many
more. She has also been named on the Forbes 30 Under 30 Asia list for 2021.
If you can’t find her, chances are she’s at home with an oat latte in one hand and
her Old English Sheepadoodle, Lucy, in the other. Photo Credit © Miranda Stokke

M EMO I R

BRYCE COURTENAY: STORYTELLER
Christine Courtenay
November 2022
Viking
448pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

The long-awaited memoir of the late Bryce Courtenay – bestselling author – as told by his wife,
Christine Courtenay.
Bryce Courtenay was a born storyteller. The success of his extraordinary debut The Power of One made
publishing history, and in the years that followed Bryce continued to entertain and inspire thousands of
devoted readers around the world with his sweeping epics and larger-than-life characters who embody
the strength and triumph of the human condition.
What kind of man did it take to conjure these tales? What kind of life?
When Christine Courtenay began penning her own memoir during lockdown, she found herself
increasingly drawn to the remarkable story of her late husband’s life and reflecting upon his astonishing
literary legacy. From his humble beginnings in Africa to his dazzling success in advertising and as a
bestselling author, Bryce’s extraordinary, rags-to-riches life story reads like one of his epic novels. It was a
life marked by all the big themes – overcoming adversity, love, loss, hard-won success, fame and fortune,
and holding tight to a dream.
In this telling Christine uncovers the events that shaped the man behind the stories – a man complex,
driven and unfailingly positive, who never lost sight of his childhood dream to be a writer. Candid,
intimate and insightful, Bryce Courtenay: Storyteller is a fascinating, loving tribute to the life and work of
Australia’s most beloved and enigmatic writer.
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CHRISTINE COURTENAY (nee Gee) was born in north-eastern Victoria in 1954
and grew up on a cattle property before graduating with a Bachelor of Arts from
the Australian National University. In 1975 she co-founded Australian Himalayan
Expeditions, which offered trekking trips to the Himalayas, and became a world
leader in adventure travel. In 1989 she created her own marketing company that
focused on high-end tourism projects and polar expeditions. She served as the
Nepalese Honorary Consul-General in NSW from 1987, and Nepal attaché during
the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games. She was a founding director of the Australian
Himalayan Foundation and awarded an Order of Australia Medal in 2013. Christine
was Bryce Courtenay’s partner from 2005, and they married in 2011. She has a
son called Nima, and continues to enjoy travelling, writing, and walking in wild,
beautiful places. Photo Credit © Tim Bauer
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SONS OF A GOOD KEEN MAN
The Crump Brothers
August 2022
Penguin New Zealand
240pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Barry Crump – the man, the myth, the father.
‘Barry was never a father to me, but he did become a friend.’ — Martin Crump
Barry Crump was a titan of New Zealand writing, his semi-autobiographical novels about life as a rugged
outdoorsman selling millions of copies. In his time, he was held up as the quintessential Kiwi bloke.
He was also an unscrupulous brute, womaniser, alcoholic and absentee husband. And he was the father
of six children – all of them boys.
For Ivan, Martin, Stephen, Harry, Erik and Lyall, Barry has always been an enigma that casts a strange
shadow over their lives. This is their story – the first time they’ve all gone on record together about their
father.
Published 25 years after Barry’s death, Sons of a Good Keen Man offers straight-and-true anecdotes that
grip, entertain, surprise and even provoke a few laughs. Each son writes frankly and movingly about how
they have navigated life with and without Barry.
Illuminating, essential, at times confronting, and containing never-seen-before photos, Sons of a Good
Keen Man is a timely reflection on fatherhood and identity, the legacy of trauma, and how time can both
heal and ask new questions.
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Sales Points
• A highly original and powerful ‘collective biography’ about Barry Crump.
• Each of Barry’s six sons – most of whom only met each other later in life – have written their own
reflections, which have been edited into a chronological, cohesive whole.
• What’s revealed is a direct, authentic and altogether effecting first-person account – readers will be
unsettled and enlightened, entertained and challenged, shocked and moved.
• Chapters feature insights into Barry’s childhood; accounts of the childhoods of his six boys, with or
without Barry; the sons’ collected anecdotes from time spent with Barry through the years; reflections
on Barry’s storytelling, legacy and death; discussion of the boys’ lives today.
• The Crump name continues to carry major recognition and currency helped along in recent years by
the film Hunt for the Wilderpeople, with more film adaptations in the works.

THE CRUMP BROTHERS, all sons of the late Barry Crump, are (oldest–youngest): Ivan, Martin, Stephen,
Harry, Erik and Lyall.

M EMO I R

NEEDS ADULT SUPERVISION:
LESSONS IN GROWING UP
Emily Writes
September 2022
Random House New Zealand
288pp (135mm x 210mm)
Rights Held: World

Over 14,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

Ever thought ‘I wish there was an adult around’, then realised you’re the adult? Emily Writes, bestselling author of Rants in the Dark, shares stories of growing up as your children grow up.
Needs Adult Supervision is Emily Writes’ take on growing up and feeling like a real adult. This book looks
at the growing pains of kids and their parents and their attempts to navigate a world that’s changing by
the minute. Emily paints a vivid picture of all the feelings, fortunes and failures that come with trying to
parent when you don’t always feel up for the task. What it feels like to be learning at the same time your
kids are. What happens when we get radically honest about the challenges parents are facing.
In Emily’s inimitable way it’s incredibly insightful and hilarious, and leads to the odd tear being shed
along the way.
From trying to convince your child’s teachers on Zoom that your house isn’t falling apart around you,
or staging a funeral for a sea creature, to rescuing a dog that rescues you - Emily’s stories will have you
reflecting on what it means to grow up.
Funny, sad, thoughtful, inspiring and ultimately up-lifting for parents at all stages of life.
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EMILY WRITES is a mum of two, a columnist, an activist, a volunteer, a writer and
a friend. She is currently making a living from her online newsletter subscriber
base. She is also the director of Awhi nga matua – a charity supporting parents
of disabled and medically fragile kids. Photo Credit © Chris Tse
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LAUGHING AT THE DARK
Barbara Else

Over 62,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

April 2023
Penguin
272pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold in previous titles: The Warrior Queen – United States
(Macmillan Publishing Company)

A funny, elegant, moving memoir by one of New Zealand’s best-known authors, a woman who finally
rebelled against being a handmaiden.
By the time Barbara Else was in her forties, she was married to a globally recognised academic physician,
had two beautiful teenage daughters and a house in Karori. Gradually she realised her husband didn’t
want her to have a career of her own or do anything outside his orbit. He refused to acknowledge there
was a problem. In the end, the man who became her second husband offered a way out. It was a huge
risk. But she fled, with a laundry basket of oddments, two suitcases, and her little Mac Plus and dot
matrix printer. The result was best-selling books and literary honours.

With her trademark wit and humour, Barbara describes her transformation from a shy but stubborn child
into a fulfilled and successful adult. She is just as funny writing about the New Zealand publishing scene
and the triumphs and disasters of life as an author and editor.
Sales Points:
• A range of subjects feature, including Barbara’s experiences of a difficult first marriage (which
inspired the bestselling The Warrior Queen), having an affair, becoming a writer and learning the art of
writing, surviving a terminal cancer diagnosis and finding love.
• An exploration of humour and its role in books, life and subverting difficult circumstances.
• Tracks what it means to be a good girl, from a (not so) obedient daughter, to a repressed wife not even
allowed to know how much her husband earned, let alone encouraged to write, to being a bad girl in
order to find love, finding a voice and redefining what a good girl means in the bestselling Go Girl.
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BARBARA ELSE is an acclaimed writer and editor whose writing is distinguished
by its acerbic wit and sharp observation and is often concerned with ‘bringing
women out of the shadows’. In a career spanning three decades, she has written
plays, short stories, novels for adults, children’s novels and a non-fiction work,
and has edited collections of stories for children. She has held a number of
fellowships and residencies: the Victoria University of Wellington’s Writer’s
Fellowship 1999; the Creative New Zealand Scholarship in Letters 2004 and the
University of Otago College of Education/Creative New Zealand Children’s Writer
in Residence 2016. She was made a Member of the New Zealand Order of Merit in
2005. Through her work as a literary agent and assessor, she has discovered and
mentored a number of emerging New Zealand writers, many of whom are now
award-winning writers in their own right, and she was instrumental in setting up
the New Zealand Association of Literary Agents and New Zealand Association
of Manuscript Assessors. She has won multiple awards in New Zealand for her
children’s books, including Storylines Notable Book Awards, Honour Awards and
the Esther Glen Medal, and has been internationally recognised at Bologna with
a White Raven. In 2016 Barbara received the Storylines Margaret Mahy Medal in
recognition of her services to children’s literature. Photo Credit © Caroline Davies
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I LOVE MY STUPID LIFE
Albert Cho
November 2022
Penguin New Zealand
304pp
Rights Held: World

Alberto’s voice
is reminiscent
of A. A. Gill
or Anthony
Bourdain

A life in food by Albert Cho, creator of @eatlitfood.

Biting, pungent, salty and – yes – sweet, too, this is the true story of Albert Cho’s life in food and the
paramount place of food in his life.
Writer Albert Cho has lived through a lot already - from the bland suburban Kiwi racism and heady
candystore runs of his childhood to sexual abuse; from the lows of disordered eating to the highs of
substance addiction; from obscurity to international modelling; from influencer success and controversy
to ‘C-list celebrity fame’.
In this book, he tells his story and reveals the restorative power of hot soup, family and friends, the
invincibility of the truth and the liberation of love.
As a strong believer that food should always be shared, Albert includes recipes – his own, his mother’s
and his friends’ - some of them New Zealand’s leading chefs. Inside you’ll find homemade treats like
melting moments and chocolate cake, traditional Korean classics, easy snacks and other hacks, Albert’s
favourite restaurant and street food dishes, the meat pie that broke the internet, and more.
Part recipe book, part backstory to the phenomenon of @eatlitfood, part unapologetically sweary guide to
eating and drinking and savoir vivre, I Love My Stupid Life is - above all - a powerfully candid and moving
memoir from one of the most inimitable, unapologetic voices of our time. Essential reading.
“Food is so much more than flavours and textures. One spoonful of food can hold infinite power and
meaning, whether fond memories, nostalgia or trauma. Swallowing that spoonful can be a battle, but it
can also be triumphant. It can lead to you sharing parts of yourself that you’ve never shared before . . .”
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ALBERT CHO is a food writer based in Auckland, New Zealand.
A former model, in 2018 he launched the Instagram account @eatlitfood which
quickly exploded from a friends-only audience to international prominence.
Albert has delighted readers everywhere with his hilarious, bitingly honest
reviews and mouth-watering food photos, his culinary tours of Japan, Korea
and China under the ELF banner on YouTube and, more recently, his yummy
home-cooked lockdown recipes. Albert’s voice is reminiscent of the best of
those late, great food critics AA Gill, Jonathan Gold and Anthony Bourdain
– that is, if any of them was more Korean, less straight and from Aotearoa.
Yet like them, Albert has experienced his share of highs and lows in this
life, including sexual abuse, drug addiction and disordered eating. Biting,
pungent, salty and – yes – sweet, too, I Love My Stupid Life is his story.
Photo Credit © Clara-Jane Follas
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A FISH IN THE SWIM OF THE WORLD
Ben Brown
July 2022
Penguin New Zealand
224pp (135mm x 210mm)
Rights Held: World

Over 24,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

Affecting and evocative, this classic memoir is now updated with new material
‘This is a book of memories. Some of them are my own. Some of them belong to others. They are as true
and as fallible as any memories—distorted by time and distance and a writer’s choice of words…’
In the debut memoir that kickstarted a writing career that has spawned more than 20 books, including
many award-winners, New Zealand literary ambassador, Ben Brown writes of a way of living that may not
change the world or even ripple its waters, but is replete with meaning.
Gathered from the tobacco-green valleys of the Motueka River where he grew up during the 1960s and
1970s, Brown’s memoir is rich with a sense of place, of family. The strands of his parents’ lives reach from
Outback Australia and the hardship years of the Great Depression and World War II, to the Waikato heart
of the Kingitanga and a re-emergent people, to a time and place where ‘tobacco was king’ and a small
farm by a river was the sum of all ambition.
Each story, each portrait, resonates with the dignity, warmth and understated humour of one of our finest

BEN BROWN (Ngati Mahuta, Ngati Koroki, Ngati Paoa is an acclaimed Māori
writer, poet, performer and publisher. Brown is the author of a number of
children’s books, non-fiction works, and short stories for children and adults.
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Many of his children’s books are illustrated by the Lyttelton author and illustrator
Helen Taylor. Their te reo edition of Fifty-Five Feathers — Nga Raukura Rima
Tekau Ma Rima — (2004) was shortlisted for the 2005 LIANZA Book Awards;
the English-language edition was shortlisted for the 2005 Russell Clark Award.
A Booming in the Night won Best Picture Book at the 2006 New Zealand Post
Children’s Book Awards and was a 2006 Storylines Notable Picture Book.
Brown was awarded the 2011 Maori Writers’ Residency at the Michael King
Writers’ Centre. In 2021 Ben Brown was appointed as the inaugural Te Awhi
Rito New Zealand Reading Ambassador for children and young people,
a role which advocates for and champions the importance of reading
in the lives of young New Zealanders, their whanau, and communities.
‘A Fish in the Swim of the World operates on the premise that ordinary people
have worthwhile and interesting stories to tell. Characters and events that
shape them seem somehow within reach. We can empathise with them. We can
engage. There is the notion that a life lived in a certain way has meaning, has
significance, though it may not change the world, nor even ripple its waters. And
there is a desire to explore a uniquely New Zealand experience within these ideas.’
Photo Credit © Sophie Taylor-Brown
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KING
Hau Latukefu with Christopher Riley
October 2022
Penguin Australia
304pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Rap pioneer, ARIA-winner, radio presenter, taste-maker, producer, label-owner, mentor – Hau Latukefu recounts his journey from Queanbeyan, aka ‘Struggle Town’, to the top of Australian hip hop in this
inspiring memoir about the meaning of family, the art of the grind and what it takes to spark a music
revolution.
The son of first-generation Tongan immigrants, Hau drew on the legacy of his name (meaning ‘King’)
to become one of the nation’s most influential musical artists. But the best stories often come from the
humblest beginnings. A promising junior rugby player, Hau decided in his teens to trade in the footy
boots for Hammer pants, soaking up every bar and breakbeat of the new sound and culture exploding
out of urban America: DJ Kool Herc and LL Cool J, mix-tapes and graffiti, velour Kangols and Beat Street.
Determined to be more innovator than imitator, the rhymes that eventually burst from his volumes of
notebooks and epic freestyle sessions with friends and co-conspirators would express what was happening in his backyard, in his community, in his voice. Along with DJ Danielsan, Hau would form Koolism, one
of the seminal acts in Australian hip hop and winner of the ARIA’s inaugural Best Urban Release award in
2004.
This bolt from the blue began a professional journey that would evolve over decades and play out over
iconic albums, reflecting the simple joys of life, the love of family, the loss of faith and the tragedy of lives
cut short. When Hau decided to pass the mic, it also announced his next incarnation – acting as mentor
and producer for a new generation of up-and-coming Australian artists, including the gritty drill-rap phenomenon out of Mount Druitt: OneFour.
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Sales Points
• Rap music has become the dominant force in music, and KING offers a front-row seat to the iconic
moments in hip hop history, as recounted by one of the only people there from the beginning – as a
young graffiti artist, rap lyricist, ARIA-winner, radio host, fashion forerunner, record label owner and a
mentor to the next generation artists.
• Hau is a mentor and producer for the next new generation of up-and-coming rap and hip-hop artists,
including the gritty drill-rap phenomenon out of: OneFour.
• Hau is looking to incorporate new rhymes, performances of old lyrics and guest drops from influential
artists onto the audiobook version of King. It’s the medium he’s most familiar with, which will ensure a
unique edition that we can promote.

HAU LATUKEFU is one of the pioneers of Australian hip hop. One half of the
iconic rap group Koolism, he went on to have tremendous success as a solo
artist as well as becoming the longest-serving host of triple j’s hip hop show - a
role he’s still in today. Now working with emerging artists through his imprint of
Sony Music, Forever Ever Records, Hau has remained a central part of Australia’s
music scene for the best part of two decades.
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GRAND
Noelle McCarthy
March 2022
Penguin New Zealand
272pp (137mm x 209mm)
Rights Held: ANZ + Translation

The astonishing debut memoir about mothers and daughters, drinking, birth and loss, running away
and homecoming from prize-winning writer and broadcaster Noelle McCarthy.
“I’ll be grand, girl, I’ve great faith.” – Mammy, just before she died
Funny, charismatic and generous; angry, vicious and hurt; in pub lounges all over Cork City, Noelle
McCarthy’s mother Carol rages against her life and everything she’s lost.
As soon as she can, Noelle runs away. All the way to New Zealand, to make a new, different kind of life. But
then Mammy gets sick, and it’s time to face everything that’s waiting back home.
From Catholic Ireland in the ’70s, ’80s and ’90s to sparkling Auckland in the first years of the new
millennium, Grand is a story of the invisible ties that bind us, of bitter legacies handed down through the
generations, and of the leap of faith it takes to change them.
“Derry Girls meets An Angel at My Table is an improbable combination. Yet here it is, and it is perfect.
Desperately funny, hysterically sad, so beautiful and so humane. All of life is in it. I utterly adored it. – Meg
Mason, author of Sorrow and Bliss
“In this stunning reckoning with demons, McCarthy’s mammy, Carol, lands on the page with a hilarious,
indelible, appalling vivacity, stealing every scene. The trajectory of their relationship – intense, literally
tooth and claw, barely survivable – takes them, in the nick of time, to something fierce and unbreakable.
Grand will have you reassessing the power of love; the deep and painful channels it can cut.” – Diana
Wichtel, author of Driving to Treblinka
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NOELLE MCCARTHY is an award-winning writer and broadcaster. “Buck Rabbit”,
her first foray into non-fiction, won the Short Memoir section of the Fish
Publishing International Writing competition in 2020. Since 2017, she and her
husband John Daniell have been making critically acclaimed podcasts as Bird
of Paradise Productions. She has written columns, reviews, first-person essays
and features for a wide range of media in New Zealand including Metro, The
NZ Herald and Newsroom. In Ireland, she’s provided commentary for radio and
written for The Irish Times, The Independent and The Irish Examiner. With nearly
twenty years’ experience in radio, she is a go-to host at writer’s festivals and has
interviewed some of the world’s most famous and well-respected storytellers,
from Eleanor Catton to Marlon James, Margaret Atwood and James Cameron.
Photo Credit © Rebecca Zephr Thomas
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THE ALL OF IT: A BOGAN RHAPSODY
Cadance Bell
July 2022
Viking Australia
448pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

A heart-warming, heart-breaking and heart-stopping coming-of-gender memoir
‘Cadance Bell is a once-in-a-lifetime blazing talent.’ – Ben Law, author of The Family Law
Seven years ago, Ben was loveless, overweight, in debt and living in his parents’ rumpus room, trying to
find a way to quietly die. Days passed by in a haze of marijuana vape and self-loathing.
Then, one day, Ben decided not to die. He decided to change everything - starting with the Ben bit.
Becoming Cadance would be more than a gender transition. It would be a transition in every way. It would
mean leaving behind a rural childhood filled with Frogger, hot chips, Godliness and a forbidden love of
My Little Pony; and the violence, drugs and secrecy that plagued her twenties. Choosing to live was just
the beginning; what mattered was how she existed. She was going to experience the all of it.
Written with dazzling creativity and exuberance, The All of It is a wild coming-of-gender memoir like no
other. Tender, tragic, hilarious and life-affirming, it will leave you understanding a little more about trans
people, rural Australia, family, millennials and the beautiful contradictions of our kaleidoscopic world.
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Extract from The All of It
I lay on the bed in the emergency department. Mum disappeared to offer her assistance to shift nurses
who very much hadn’t asked for it. To weigh me the staff pushed in a special set of bariatric scales. They
had a ludicrously small plastic chair considering the only people who ever used them were morbidly obese
patients.
“Please don’t tell me the weight,” I said.
The green cloth screen pulled back and a doctor appeared before me.
He explained that the clots in my legs were Deep Vein Thrombosis, that there were multiple of them,
possibly the worst he’d seen and certainly the longest. The clots had broken off and gone into my lungs,
which is why I was struggling to breathe. I’d passed out on the stairs from a lack of oxygen.
“You’re lucky,” he said. “I’d say you were about a week, maybe two, from having a brain stroke or
dying.”
“A week!” I said. “Damn it.”
He straightened his gaze, fixed his doctory eyes firmly on mine. He watched closely for every
subtlety in my reaction.
“Do you realise how serious this is, Ben? Do you want to live or not?”
I looked away from him, and thought about the question for a very long time. I was beyond the
rubicon. My clotty secret was out. If I died, it would no longer come as a surprise to anyone; I’d lost my
suicide screen.
He repeated his question.
CADANCE BELL is a writer and emerging producer/director. She’s the CEO &
Co-founder of Wayflair, an entertainment company which unmakes prejudice
with stories. In 2020 Wayflair was selected from over 60 companies into the final
6 for the Poplabs Social Impact incubator. She has a popular LGTBQIA+ blog – I
Miss Pockets – which chronicles her transition shenanigans. Photo Credit ©
Cadance Bell
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RUGBY HEAD
Greg Bruce
September 2022
Penguin New Zealand
256pp (135mm x 210mm)
Rights Held: World

A man. A game. A life. A shambles.
In this brutally honest, hilarious and forensic examination of both himself and the game he loves, Greg
Bruce tells the story of his life growing up and becoming a man in a country and culture obsessed with
rugby.
From the triumphs and devastations of All Blacks performances during his 1980s and ’90s childhood, his
own brief and tortured playing days, his time walking among the game’s legends as hospitality worker
and failed sports journalist, to his subsequent years spent struggling with the recurring torment of World
Cup disaster, Rugby Head otherwise tackles mental health crises, love, grief, friendship, hero worship, and
especially what it means to be a modern man.
It’s the story of a life shaped in ways big and small by rugby and its greatest team, and all they stand for.
There has never been a rugby memoir like it, and probably for good reason.
Sales Points
• A heady and idiosyncratic mix of sports, humour and personal essay, offering reflections/insights on
New Zealand’s national religion: rugby.
• The stories in Rugby Head revisit many notable rugby matches and identities from the last forty years,
providing a lens through which Greg re-examines his own eventful life – it’s an original, intoxicating
approach that delivers both much hilarity and emotional damage.
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GREG BRUCE is a feature writer for the New Zealand Herald’s weekend
magazine, Canvas. He’s contributed features and columns to Metro,
North & South, New Zealand Geographic, The Spinoff, Little Treasures,
and elsewhere, and won four national (Canon/Voyager) media awards.
His writing has been anthologised in the collections Tell You What: Great
New Zealand Nonfiction (2016 and 2018) and The Spinoff Book (2019).
He is married with three children and lives in Auckland. Rugby Head is his first
book. Photo Credit © David Straight
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NO EXCUSES: MY STORY
Dave Letele
July 2022
Penguin New Zealand
272pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

The amazing true story of Dave “the Brown Buttabean” Letele and how he turned his life around.
Dave Letele’s incredible life has taken him from footy to failure, crime to community, fat to fit and
riches to rags – and back again.
Today, he is an award-winning community leader and life coach who, as the face of Buttabean
Motivation, helps literally thousands of ordinary people achieve their goals. He provides targeted health
and fitness programmes, helps young people find jobs, and runs a foodshare for those in need.
But it wasn’t always like that.
He has overcome poverty, obesity, intergenerational trauma, depression, the lure of a life of crime and his
own demons.
Like Dave says, “I’ve been at the bottom and I’ve been at the top, and everywhere in between … If I can do
it, you can. No excuses.”
This is his story.’
Sales Points
• Dave won the 2022 Kiwibank New Zealand Local Hero of the Year
• Full of the motivational lessons Dave has used to help people change their lives.
• Dave has a regular radio hosting segment where he shares health, fitness and motivational tips
• His social media following is large and growing (Instagram 33.2K; Facebook 65K; LinkedIn 8K)
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DAVE LETELE (Ngati Maniapoto, Samoa) is a community leader, life coach and
motivational speaker. Born the son of Auckland Mongrel Mob gang leader Big
Dave Letele, he once said, “I should definitely be in jail or dead, one of the two … [but]
because I’m not, I feel like I’m blessed. I share my story to give hope and help to others.”
He played representative rugby league in New Zealand, and professional rugby
league in Australia, with teams including the North Sydney Bears, Cootamundra
Bulldogs and AS Carcassonne in France, and achieved notoriety as heavyweight
boxer The Brown Buttabean. In 2014, Dave started a 100kg weight-loss
journey that would gain him thousands of followers. This led to him creating
Buttabean Motivation (BBM) which has helped thousands more achieve
their goals and break the destructive cycles and patterns in their own lives.
Today, Dave delivers targeted health, nutrition, and fitness programmes, youth
employment programmes, runs the BBM Foodshare, and fundraises and
advocates on behalf of communities in need. Photo Credit © Faanati Mamea
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SMART, STUPID AND SIXTY
Nigel Marsh
August 2022
William Heinemann Australia
288pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Over 59,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

From the bestselling author of Fat, Forty and Fired comes this humorous, thought-provoking,
poignant and life-affirming account of turning sixty.
Twenty years ago, Nigel Marsh was an overweight mortgage slave struggling to balance a career,
marriage and four children under eight. Until he lost his job.
In Fat, Forty and Fired, Nigel wrote about falling off the hamster wheel and surviving. Now that he’s
approaching sixty, he can’t help but notice it’s been a while since he was asked onto that wheel by other
hamsters. One day he reads that a graduate trainee who used to work for him in London is now a global
CEO with an office on the top floor of a skyscraper in New York. Nigel, by contrast, is wearing a dressing
gown and sitting at his writing desk in a dank storage room under his garage in Sydney. It’s enough to
give anyone a moment of self-doubt.
Could it be that Nigel’s most successful days are behind him? Or is conventional success simply that conventional success? And is it possible that his happiest days lie ahead?
In his memoir for his sixth decade on earth, Nigel ponders ageing well, sex, parenting adult children, his
parents’ passing, and the secret to living a happy life. By turns entertaining, thought-provoking, poignant
and life-affirming, Smart, Stupid and Sixty is a celebration of the third trimester as a privilege to be
enjoyed rather than a sentence to be endured.
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Sales Points
• Nigel’s first book, Fat, Forty and Fired, sold more than 40,000 copies in two formats and was
published in United Kindgom (Piatkus), China and Korea.
• Nigel is the co-founder of Earth Hour, the founder of the Sydney Skinny and the host of awardwinning podcast The Five Of My Life.
• In Smart, Stupid and Sixty we see a more mature Nigel – he’s learnt a lot – but he’s still full of joy and
laughter and trying to make sense of the world. The book is essentially a celebration of ageing.
• Nigel’s TED talk on work-life balance remains the most viewed ever given outside of America with well
over four million hits.

NIGEL MARSH has worked as a stand-up comedian and has written articles
for the Financial Times, the Sydney Morning Herald and numerous advertising
magazines. He lives in Clovelly with his wife, two sons and twin daughters. He is
still enjoying life. Photo Credit © Nigel Marsh

M EMO I R

PATTING THE SHARK
Tim Baker
August 2022
Ebury Australia
384pp (154mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold in previous title: Surf for Your Life – Brazil (Global Editora)

A surfer’s journey learning to live well with cancer
Tim Baker was living the dream. A best-selling and award-winning surf writer with a beautiful family, a
lifetime of exotic travel and a home walking distance to quality waves.
That all changed on July 7, 2015, when he was diagnosed, out of the blue, with stage 4, metastatic prostate
cancer. So began a descent into the debilitating world of aggressive cancer treatments and a fight for a
survival as brutal as any big wave hold down.
Tim writes candidly and with a raw vulnerability about this perilous journey through chemotherapy,
hormone therapy, radiation and surgery, and his own determined lifestyle strategies to maintain mind,
body and spirit. Happily, surfing provided one of his most powerful forms of therapy, and writing about
his experiences has proven deeply cathartic.
In 2020, 1.5 million men were diagnosed with prostate cancer globally and 375,000 lost their lives. In
Australia, one in seven men will develop prostate cancer. Yet mainstream oncology concedes its ability
to keep men with prostate cancer alive has outstripped its ability to manage the often-devastating side
effects of treatment. Men with prostate cancer are living longer but with a steadily declining quality of
life.
Patting The Shark documents Tim’s efforts to navigate his way through the maze of conventional and
supportive therapies – meditation, diet, exercise, emotional support, counselling. Ultimately, it is a
desperate plea for a more integrative approach to cancer care, treating the whole person and not just
the cancer, allowing cancer patients a sense of empowerment and agency in charting their path through
treatment.
This is a story about facing your mortality, staring down your fears, and working out what really matters
in life, when so many elements of your identity are stripped away. It offers hope, comfort and empathy for
anyone facing a cancer diagnosis and their loved ones.
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TIM BAKER is the bestselling author of Bustin’ Down the Door, High Surf, Occy, Surf
for Your Life (with Mick Fanning), Surfari and Century of Surf. He is a former editor
of Tracks and Surfing Life magazines. He has twice won the Surfing Australia Hall
of Fame Culture Award and been nominated for the CUB Australian Sports Writing
Awards. His work has appeared in Rolling Stone, the Sydney Morning Herald, the
Australian Financial Review, the Bulletin, Inside Sport, Playboy, GQ, the Surfers
Journal and Qantas: The Australian Way, as well as surfing magazines around the
world. Photo Credit © Kenny Smith

M EMO I R

THE QUEEN’S WIFE
Joanne Drayton
February 2023
Penguin New Zealand
400pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Funny, honest and amazingly wide-ranging.
A hilarious, insightful, multi-faceted memoir of a turbulent time - and a chess game that broke all the
rules.
Two married women, each with two children, happen to meet when they return to university. They
instantly hit it off, but little do they know that their new relationship will turn their lives upside-down.
This is the story of that relationship, which threatened to cost them their children, families and friends
and forced them to reassess their sexuality, identity and heritage. Along the way, one - an acclaimed
biographer - was to explore the power of objects, while the other - a painter - was to follow her whakapapa
back to the first Maori king, Te Wherowhero.
With a shared love for art and creativity, the couple’s new life together became rich in laughter, travel,
unusual encounters, investigations into Viking raids, the Kingitanga movement, the death of a New
Zealand artist, chicken claws, ghosts, eccentrics and much more. A fascinating read on so many levels,
this is an important view of our country from its very edge.
Sales Points
• The Queen’s Wife is full of humour, insight and love and tells a moving human story while exploring
objects, much like The Hare With Amber Eyes.
• Revisiting historical events dating back to the Vikings and the first Maori King.
• Exploring the ways objects carry cultural memory, nostalgia and longing.
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JOANNE DRAYTON is an acclaimed New Zealand author whose output is
globally recognised. Her book Hudson & Halls: The Food of Love was the winner
of the Royal Society Te Aparangi Award for General Non-Fiction at the Ockham
New Zealand Book Awards in May 2019. Joanne’s The Search for Anne Perry was
numbered in the top 10 non-fiction books on the New York Times BESTSELLER
list. It was a finalist in the prestigious New Zealand Book Awards in August 2013
and it was the subject of a 60 Minutes programme. Both The Search for Anne
Perry and Hudson & Halls: The Food of Love have been optioned for feature films.
In 2007, she was awarded a National Library Fellowship, and in 2017 the prestigious
Logan Fellowship at the Carey Institute in Upstate New York. Photo Credit © Joanne
Drayton

H I ST O RY

THE SCRAP IRON FLOTILLA
Mike Carlton
August 2022
William Heinemann Australia
448pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Over 10,000
copies sold of
all editions in
Australia and
New Zealand.

The flotilla is now an immortal part of Australian naval legend, and this is its story.
When the Second World War broke out in September 1939, the British asked Australia for help. With some
misgivings, the Australian government sent five destroyers to beef up the British Royal Navy in the Mediterranean. HMAS Vendetta, Vampire, Voyager, Stuart and Waterhen were old ships with worn-out engines.
Their crews used to joke they were held together by string and chewing gum; when the Nazi Joseph
Goebbels heard of them, he sneered that they were a load of scrap iron.
Yet by the middle of 1940, they were valiantly escorting troop and supply convoys, successfully hunting
for submarines and bombarding enemy coasts. Conditions on board were terrible – no showers or proper
washing facilities; cramped and stinking sleeping quarters; unpleasant meals of spam and tinned sausages. And always the bombing, and the fear of submarines.
Yet the Australian ships were indefatigable, as were their commanders and crew. They rescued thousands
of soldiers when Allied armies were forced into retreat, and they ran ‘the Tobruk Ferry’ – bringing supplies
of food, medicine and ammunition into the shattered port by night, and taking off wounded soldiers.
In late 1941 the ships were finally sent home, staggering back to Australia, proudly calling themselves the
Scrap Iron Flotilla in defiance of the Goebbels’ sneer. That flotilla is now an immortal part of Australian
naval legend, and this is its story.
Praise for Mike Carlton
‘To my mind Carlton is one of Australia’s foremost naval historians.’ – Australian
‘Carlton recounts the joint and various deployments with a confidence born of thorough research, and a
contagious affection for the ships and their crews ... [He] does them proud.’ – Sydney Morning Herald
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In a working life of more than 50 years, MIKE CARLTON became one of
Australia’s best-known media figures. He has been a radio and television news
and current affairs reporter, foreign correspondent, radio host and newspaper
columnist. He was an ABC war correspondent in Vietnam in 1967 and 1970, and
for three years was the ABC’s Bureau Chief in Jakarta. He also reported for the
ABC from London, New York and major Asian capitals. In television, he was
one of the original reporters on the ABC’s ground-breaking This Day Tonight
in the 1970s. He also worked for Nine Network News, and A Current Affair.
In 1980 Mike turned to talk radio, first at Sydney’s 2GB with a top-rating
breakfast program, and then for four years in London at Newstalk
97.3FM, where he won a coveted Sony Radio Academy award in 1993
for Britain’s best talk breakfast show. His radio satire on current affairs,
Friday News Review, was “must listening” in Australia and the UK.
Mike has had a life-long passion for naval history and is the author of Cruiser,
First Victory and Flagship. Photo Credit © Carol Gibbins

H UMO UR

LIFE: WHAT NAT TO DO
Nat’s What I Reckon
November 2022
Ebury Australia
216pp (140mm x 198mm)
Rights Held: World

Over 127,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

Free yourself from the crappy clichés telling you how to live your life. Forget what you should do. This
is what NAT to do.
Some advice suits certain people more than others. Some advice is . . . redundant waffle.
And Nat’s What I Reckon refuses to let it slide! Ya see, Nat’s got a loud mouth and a taste for taking the
piss out of stuff – it’s how he lives, laughs and loves.
So join Nat as he takes aim at the tired old life advice we’re all subjected to – one platitude at a time. Man
up. Good vibes only. No pain no gain. Carpe diem.
What a punish!
Nat has zero qualifications as a life explainer/coach/mentor/philosopher, and he doesn’t feel like
becoming one anytime soon. But as someone who has struggled to find the ray of positivity in most days
of his life, he knows what it’s like to feel the relief from an actual moment of joy.
There’s joy to be found in letting go of the stuff we really don’t need to worry ourselves about. In pushing
back against expectations, and actually feeling things instead of ironing on a smile. And in rolling
through life with some laughs and kindness like the real, righteous ratbag you are.
Sales Points:
• Twice winner of the Booktopia FAB Award and twice ABIA-shortlisted, bestselling author Nat is back
with his hot take on all the shitty life advice out there.
• This is Nat’s most broadly appealing book so far – humorous stealth help (no recipes) that will
resonate with all sorts of readers – and the writing is super strong: funny, vulnerable and clever.
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NAT is a comedian, rock musician, mental health advocate and award-winning,
bestselling author. Already an online creator with a fan base in the hundreds of
thousands for close to a decade, Nat’s What I Reckon rocketed to global prominence
when he took the world by storm in early 2020 with his isolation cooking content.
Nat’s platform has enabled him to hold up a tongue-in-cheek mirror to
antiquated cultural norms and societal politics, to promote kindness
and to share his battle with anxiety and depression, collecting him a
dedicated audience of over 3 million thanks to his message of positivity,
kindness and inclusivity that has resonated with champions the world over.
When he’s not filming, cooking or foraging for rosemary, Nat can often be found
indulging his love of rock’n’roll and comedy, playing in various bands and standup rooms around Australia. He is the author of two bestselling books, Un-cook
Yourself and Death to Jar Sauce, which were both shortlisted at the Australian
Book Industry Awards and won the Booktopia Favourite Australian Book Award in
2020 and 2021 respectively, with Nat donating the proceeds each time to Beyond
Blue. Photo Credit © Julia Gee

THE FAMILY MEAL SOLUTION
CO O KERY

Allie Gaunt, Jessica Beaton and Sarah
Buckle

Over 47,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

July 2022
Viking Australia
248pp (201 x 249)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold in previous Title: One Handed Cooks - Russia (Azbooka
Publishers)

Discover a new way to feed everyone that’s designed for real, busy family lives.
Wouldn’t it be amazing to feel organised and inspired about the week’s meals, and confident that family
members big and small are getting the nourishment they need every day – all while not breaking the
bank.
Is this too much to ask? The One Handed Cooks don’t think so!
In their new meal-planning guide, Allie, Jess and Sarah share the thoroughly tested system and recipes
that keep them feeling in control in their own busy lives and kitchens. It’s a system that’s built on
flexibility and the clever use of short pockets of time – not a radical overhaul, a strict meal plan and hours
of meal prepping every Sunday when you’d rather be doing anything else.
Try these incremental and sustainable habit changes and you’ll notice a big difference. The secrets lie in
making the most of the freezer and slow cooker, prepping multiple meals during your time in the kitchen,
being clever with leftovers and embracing fast meals.
There are 85 recipes, including six chapters dedicated to time-efficient dinners – with snacks, salads
and desserts covered, too. And it wouldn’t be a One Handed Cooks cookbook without their brilliant
behavioural and nutritional advice to help you navigate your kids’ developmental challenges around food,
and the ingredient swaps to cater to all the common allergies and intolerances.
That’s the meals for this week sorted – and the rest!
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Formerly a professional nanny and advertising copywriter, ALLIE GAUNT, is
the creator and co-director of the hugely successful One Handed Cooks blog.
JESSICA BEATON is an Accredited Practising Dietitian with a passion
for starting solids and inspiring families to enjoy happy mealtimes
and a healthy love of food. She is a co-director of One Handed Cooks.
SARAH BUCKLE is a co-director of One Handed Cooks, as well as the
photographer, capturing the enjoyment of childhood and cherished
food momens while showcasing simple. wholesome food to perfection.
Photo Credit © Monika Pronk

H UMO UR & GI F T

ALWAYS ROOM FOR CHRISTMAS PUD
Aunty Donna and James Fosdike (illust.)
October 2022
Penguin Australia
48pp (180mm x 220mm)
Rights Held: World

If you’ve ever over-indulged on Christmas Day, this witty and nostalgic book is for you.
Christmas dinner was done, ’twas one of the greats!
Where once was a banquet just lay empty plates.
The prawns and bean salad and ham were so yummy,
Now all that remained were the guests with full tummies...
Is there such a thing as being TOO FULL for Christmas pud? A poetic yarn that has become the stuff
of festive legend, this special anniversary edition of Aunty Donna’s modern classic, Always Room for
Christmas Pud, will allow you to have your pud and eat it too.
Praise for Always Room for Christmas Pud:
‘Pud helped me win a dance competition, I will forever be grateful.’ — Andy Lee, Comedian
‘Pud is nom nom. Eat it all up!’ — Tracey Spicer AM, award-winning Journalist
‘An enchanting Yuletide tale which will—PUD I LOVE PUD MUST HAVE PUD PUD PUD PUD.’ — Shaun
Micallef, Comedian
‘Even more delish than Hanukkah gefilte fish knish!’ — John Safran, author of Puff Piece
‘It’s all good in the pud. Just pudding it out there.’ — Grace Tame, author of The Ninth Life of a Diamond
Miner
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AUNTY DONNA are an absurdist comedy collective from Melbourne formed
of Mark Samual Bonanno, Broden Kelly, Zachary Ruane, Sam Lingham, Max
Miller and Tom Armstrong. In 2020 they released their Netflix series, Aunty
Donna’s Big Ol’ House of Fun, to rave reviews. Aunty Donna’s energetic live
shows have seen them sell out theatres all around the world and they’ve
created hit web series such as 1999 and Glennridge Secondary College. In
2018 they released and toured an album called The Album and they recently
recorded the 300th episode of The Aunty Donna Podcast. Inspired by a
sketch of cult status that’s been watched online over five million times,
Always Room for Christmas Pud is their first book. Photo Credit © Kane Hibberd
JAMES FOSDIKE was discovered by Wil Anderson on a dark and stormy night, in
a basket at his front door. Never one to turn away those less fortunate, Wil took
James under his wing (he’s secretly a bird) and enrolled James in the Sir Douglas
Mawson Institute of TAFE, specifically a Certificate IV course in Advertising and
Graphic Design. Unfortunately James became lost in the off-campus TAFE
lifestyle and failed to complete the course. Photo Credit © Bart Freebairn

CO O KERY

PIC’S REALLY GOOD RECIPE BOOK
Pic’s and friends
November 2022
Penguin New Zealand
288pp
Rights Held: World

Peanut Butter recipes from international influencers - all of them ‘Picsters’ fans of Pic’s Peanut Butter.
Recipes and more from beloved peanut butter brand, Pic’s Peanut Butter. Featuring a range of tasty
peanut butter-based recipes, both sweet and savoury from Picsters all over the world!
Interspersed between the recipes is the story of how Bruce ‘Pic’ Picot has built his peanut butter empire
from the ground up.
Sales Points
• Pic’s is a brand that attracts loyal customers
• Recipe contributors come from NZ, Australia and the UK, and all have their own followers - many of
them with tens of thousands (eg, @healthyluxe, Sydney, 107k followers; @_emilysworld, UK, 117,000
followers; @juls_matthews, NZ, 28,000 followers)
• Design bright and attractive, and text with humour and interest
• There are peanut-butter fans everywhere who love to use it as a cooking ingredient.
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PIC’S PEANUT BUTTER is the market leading peanut butter in New Zealand, ranks as the
most engaging FMCG brand on Instagram in New Zealand and has just topped New Zealand’s
Brand Reputation Index. They also proudly export to Australia (Woolworths & Coles), the UK
(Tesco) and China (TMall). The Pic’s family is over 100,000 ‘Picsters’ strong on social media.

AMAZING AUSSIE DOGS
N O N -FI C T I O N

Laura Greaves

Over 65,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

November 2022
Viking
288pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold in previous titles: The Rescuers – Czech Republic (Grada
Publishing a.s.), Hungary (Gabo Kiado Kft), Dogs With Jobs – Mexico
(Editorial Planeta Mexicana S.A de C.V.), Hungary (Gabo Kiado Kft),
Poland (Grupa Wydawnicza Foksal SP Z OO), United Kingdom (The Orion
Publishing Group Ltd)

True blue tales of clever and courageous canines.
Some say Australia was built on the sheep’s back, but it’s just as true to say our great nation was built in
the dog kennel – after all, it was the dogs that were rounding up the sheep.
Australians love their dogs — we’re home to more than four million pet pooches — and they love us right
back. These are the stories of some of our most remarkable canine companions, embodying the spirit of
hard work, mateship and larrikinism.
In Amazing Aussie Dogs, Laura Greaves brings to life the inspirational true stories of homegrown heroes
who have made headlines worldwide for being the best boys and girls Down Under.
Dogs like DJ the border collie, who survived for days after falling into floodwater near Lismore. Kimmy the
kelpie, who sold for a record-breaking amount at a working-dog auction. Basil the Rottweiler, who defied
the misconceptions about his breed and saved a drowning child. And Lexi the Jack Russell terrier, who
learned to ‘drive’ a ute through the paddocks on her farm.
.
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LAURA GREAVES is a multi-award-winning journalist, author and proud ‘crazy
dog lady’. She is the author of the collections Incredible Dog Journeys, Dogs with
Jobs, The Rescuers, Miracle Mutts, Extraordinary Old Dogs, A Dog’s Best Friend,
the children’s book Amazing Dogs with Amazing Jobs, as well as three romantic
comedy novels, Be My Baby, The Ex-Factor and Two Weeks ’Til Christmas, all of
which feature an extensive supporting cast of cheeky canines. She has twice won
the Dog Writers Association of America’s Rio Award, which recognises the best
book about a dog that has impacted a human’s life in a profoundly positive way.
Photo Credit © Amelia J Dowd
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A LOAD OF BULL

THE DEEP SOUTH

Amanda King

Andris Apse

August 2022
Penguin New Zealand
224pp
Rights Held: World

November 2022
Penguin New Zealand
216pp
Rights Held: World

A stunning photographic book recording the
extraordinary beauty of farm animals cattle to be precise!

Landmark book of sensational images from
Andris Apse, world-renowned New Zealand
photographer.

Photography started off as a favourite hobby for
Amanda King - a way to capture unique splitsecond scenes and make them last a lifetime.
Her business really began when she decided to
create a large wall print for her own living room.
An opportunity arose to photograph a stunning
highland cow. The resulting animal print became
the focal point of the room and friends started
requesting similar pieces.

In his first new book in eight years, Andris Apse
showcases some of the wildest and most remote
spots of southern New Zealand, from the depths
of the wild West Coast to the mostly inaccessible
Subantarctic islands and as far south as
Antarctica. With his exceptional eye and the skill,
planning and patience to wait for the exact right
moment, Andris captures stunning landscapes in
all their moody magnificence.

This inspired her to head out and take photos
of other rural animals. That led to a ‘hobby’
Facebook page. Unexpectedly, and very quickly,
people started to respond to the images. Before
too long, and much to her delight, Amanda found
herself with a full-time business on her hands ‘By the Horns’
In this book she has collected her favourite
prints and tells the stories of these animals,
their personalities, and how the shoot day went.
As you may imagine, it’s not always entirely
straightforward!
AMANDA KING lives on a farm in Canterbury, New
Zealand, and in between cooking for shearing
gangs, and looking after her two small children,
she runs a successful photographic print business
online, called By the Horns. Her art prints are
incredibly popular and sell all over the world.

ANDRIS APSE is one of New Zealand’s leading
landscape photographers. During a career
spanning more than thirty years, he has won many
major awards, and is acknowledged as one of the
finest wilderness photographers in the world.
His work has been reproduced in the New
York Times, National Geographic, New Zealand
Geographic, Time and Newsweek, among many
other publications. Apse has also published
an array of books, including the phenomenally
successful
New
Zealand
Landscapes,
which has sold more than 150,000 copies.

N O N -FI C T I O N

NEW ZEALAND GARDENS TO VISIT

GARDEN LIFE

Juliet Nicholas and Rosemary Barraclough

Richard Unsworth

November 2022
Godwit
288pp
Rights Held: World

October 2022
Lantern
224pp
Rights Held: World

An inspiring guide to outstanding New Zealand
gardens that are open to visit (and sometimes
to stay).

A celebration of nature and her gifts, and of
the joys and challenges of creating a beautiful
garden, Garden Life will inspire and empower
you to engage with your own outdoor space.

Visiting a beautiful garden feeds your soul
and lifts your spirits. Here are more than 50
remarkable New Zealand gardens, all of them
open to visit.
Well-known garden photographer Juliet
Nicholas and experienced journalist Rosemary
Barraclough travelled from the top of Aotearoa
to its southernmost regions to track down this
collection of captivating private and public
gardens. There’s something to appeal to every
taste – from gardens that burst with flowers and
fragrance, to wilder places that celebrate ecofriendly, naturalistic trends, and gardens built on
their owners’ passions, whether it’s for butterflies,
bromeliads or bamboo.
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Visit these outstanding gardens in person, or
simply enjoy them through the pages of this
book.
JULIET NICHOLAS has been taking photographs
and gardening since the age of seven. Her
photographic career spans 30 years with much
of her work appearing in New Zealand’s leading
magazines, including NZ House & Garden and New
Zealand Gardener. Currently based in Christchurch,
ROSEMARY BARRACLOUGH is an award-winning
magazine journalist, who spent nearly a decade
working for NZ House & Garden.

Garden Life is a gardening book with soul, in
which Richard Unsworth, leading landscape
designer and co-owner of renowned outdoor
store, Garden Life, shares his boundless
enthusiasm for all things green.
This book showcases to-die-for gardens Richard
has designed - from the grounds of a harbourside
mansion to an inner-city courtyard, from
coastal retreat to suburban backyard - each one
displaying his unique flair and flawless vision. He
gives expert tips on incorporating features from
his gardens into your own, and detailed advice on
plant selection, including growing your own fruit
and vegies. Equally passionate about the power
of gardening to help us connect with one another,
Richard also shares the garden journeys of the
people he has met along the way.

RICHARD UNSWORTH is a leading garden
designer and is Garden Editor and a contributing
writer for Belle magazine. He also the owner
of Sydney’s iconic outdoor store, Garden Life.
Richard’s love of travel and adventure takes him
to places far and wide to find inspiration as he
discovers new and old wares. Garden Life is a
celebration of natural, unique and contemporary
pieces and plants sourced both globally and
locally.

N O N -FI C T I O N

SMALL HOLIDAY HOUSES
Catherine Foster
October 2022
Penguin New Zealand
208pp
Rights Held: World
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A HISTORY OF NEW ZEALAND
IN 100 OBJECTS
Jock Phillips
October 2022
Penguin
464pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Twenty inspiring New Zealand holiday houses
tucked away in spectacular surroundings.

New Zealand history through a new lens – 100
objects offer 100 entry points into the powerful,
captivating stories of our shared past.

Thoughtfully designed holiday homes in a variety
of beautiful locations around New Zealand, from
coast to bush to mountain top – with fabulous
images taken by top photographers. The text
examines how the designers responded to the
needs of their clients and the opportunities
offered by the locations. Plans, design notes, a
fact file, and products and materials lists provide
a practical aspect to this thoroughly inspirational
book.

Authored by award-winning historian Jock
Phillips, A History of New Zealand in 100 Objects
is gripping, inclusive, often revelatory and deeply
human. A colourful and characterful retelling of
our shared past, relevant to today, particular to all
of us.

CATHERINE FOSTER is a freelance writer
with a specific interest in home design. She
has been a regular contributor of articles
to leading New Zealand home magazines,
including Your Home & Garden, HOME
New Zealand and NZ House and Garden.
Although trained as a Costume Designer at the
London College of Fashion, Catherine found
that single motherhood and a career in the film
industry was not the best mix. A return to life
in New Zealand opened doors to writing about
property and lifestyle in all its various forms.
With her
resources
sees the
principles
homes an

belief in consuming the finite
of Planet Earth responsibly, she
harnessing of architectural design
to build smaller and smarter
obvious step in the right direction.

JOCK PHILLIPS ONZM has published 15 books
on New Zealand history, the best known of
which is A Man’s Country?: The Image of the
Pakeha Male – A History. His most recent are
To the Memory, a comprehensive illustrated
history of New Zealand war memorials, and a
memoir, Making History: A New Zealand Story.
Among Phillips’ many accolades are the Royal
Society of New Zealand’s 2011 Pou Aronui Award
for service to the humanities, and the 2014 Prime
Minister’s Award for Literary Achievement.Andris
Apse is one of New Zealand’s leading landscape
photographers. During a career spanning
more than thirty years, he has won many major
awards, and is acknowledged as one of the
finest wilderness photographers in the world.

A DULT P UBL I SH I N G T E A MS

ABOUT THE ADULT PUBLISHING TEAMS
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE AUSTRALIA
Justin Ractliffe
Publishing Director
Justin Ractliffe is the Publishing Director at Penguin Random House Australia. His previous role was
Managing Director of Hachette Australia and he has held a variety of senior executive roles across
publishing. Australian authors he has worked with include Geraldine Brooks, Shaun Tan, Maggie
Beer, Peter FitzSimons and Michael Robotham. He is the recipient of the 2019 Copyright Agency’s
Cultural Fund Publisher Fellowship and published his report ‘Instinct, Input and Insight: Readercentricity in publishing’ in October of that year.

Nikki Christer
Publisher at Large
Nikki Christer is Publisher at Large at Penguin Random House Australia. Authors she works with
include Peter Carey, Tim Winton, Anna Funder, Richard Flanagan, Elliot Perlman, Chloe Hooper,
Stephanie Alexander and Evie Wyld. In 2014, Richard Flanagan’s The Narrow Road to the Deep North
won the Man Booker Prize. Nikki also sits on the board of the Sydney Writers’ Festival.

Beverley Cousins
Publisher, Commercial Fiction
Before moving to Australia with her family in 2007, Beverley Cousins had twenty years of
experience in London publishing (first for Pan Macmillan and then Penguin Books UK). Following
a year’s secondment with Penguin Australia, she moved to Random House Australia as Fiction
Publisher. During her career she has published a number of brand-name authors, including
Minette Walters, Colin Dexter and Janet Evanovich, and currently looks after bestselling authors
Judy Nunn, Loretta Hill, Deborah Rodriguez, Nicole Alexander, Candice Fox and M.L. Stedman,
among others.

Meredith Curnow
Publisher, Literary Fiction
Meredith Curnow is a literary publisher working across Knopf, Vintage and Hamish Hamilton,
publishing fiction and non-fiction. The authors she is delighted to work with include Thomas
Keneally, Julia Gillard and Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Yassmin Abdel-Magied, Philipp Meyer, David Malouf,
Kate Forsyth, Tara June Winch and Kathy Lette. Meredith is involved in a number of fellowship
programs. She is also a member of the board of youth arts organisation Express Media.
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Alison Urquhart
Publisher, Non-Fiction
Alison Urquhart is a commercial non-fiction publisher. Before joining Penguin Random House,
Alison was Associate Publisher, Non-Fiction at HarperCollins Australia. She has also worked as a
literary agent, both in Britain and Australia. Alison broadly publishes across the areas of history,
military history, sport, true crime, memoir and biography. She publishes many bestselling authors,
including Jesse Fink and Turia Pitt, and highly acclaimed historians Paul Ham, Mike Carlton and
Garry Linnell.

A DULT P UBL I SH I N G T E A MS

Ali Watts
Publisher, Commercial Fiction and Commercial Non-Fiction
Ali Watts is a publisher of commercial fiction and select non-fiction, publishing into our Penguin
and Michael Joseph imprints. With over twenty-five years’ experience at Penguin, she has
worked with some of Australia’s most beloved and successful writers and personalities. She has
a particular passion for commercial fiction, and her internationally bestselling authors include
Monica McInerney, Fiona McIntosh, Katherine Scholes, Megan Goldin, Josephine Moon and Kyle
Perry.

Sophie Ambrose
Publisher, Non-Fiction
Sophie Ambrose moved to Australia from England in 1998 and joined Penguin Books Australia.
In 2002 she moved to Random House Australia as a Senior Editor, then Managing Editor,
Commissioning Editor and now Publisher. In her various roles she has worked with some of
Penguin Random House’s biggest authors across all genres. She currently focuses on memoirs,
parenting books, gift books and self-help.

Isabelle Yates
Head of Penguin Publishing Lab
Having previously worked at Penguin Random House UK, Izzy has been commissioning non-fiction
at Penguin Random House Australia for over five years. Her areas of interest are pop culture, health
and wellbeing, self-help and personal development, lifestyle and cookery. She is always on the
lookout for inspiring books with a valuable application to real life, and runs the Penguin Publishing
Lab which focuses on books informed by consumer insight and trends. Izzy’s authors include
Professor Valter Longo, plant-based nutritionist Simon Hill, comedian Nat’s What I Reckon and the
creators of the hit podcast Shameless, Michelle Andrews and Zara McDonald.
Brandon VanOver
Publisher, Non-Fiction
Brandon VanOver moved from Curtis Brown in the US to Random House Australia in 2004, starting
as Editorial Assistant and eventually becoming a Senior Editor and then the Managing Editor at
Penguin Random House Australia. After a time as Associate Publisher, Non-Fiction, at Simon &
Schuster Australia, Brandon returned to PRH in 2020 as a publisher, focusing on narrative nonfiction, memoir, sport, popular culture, history, true crime and humour.
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Claire Murdoch
Head of Publishing
As Head of Publishing, Claire Murdoch directs the Penguin Random House New Zealand list across
non-fiction, fiction and children’s books. With broad experience in the Australian and New Zealand
book trade, including roles at Allen & Unwin, Te Papa Press and PRH, her books have won dozens
of awards. Claire has particular expertise in illustrated non-fiction and art books, Maori books,
popular culture, biography and memoir. Her authors include Chelsea Winter, Ruby Jones and Kyle
Mewburn.

Harriet Allan
Publisher, Fiction
Harriet Allan has been working for Penguin Random House and its earlier incarnations for over thirty
years. She publishes many of New Zealand’s pre-eminent writers, including Fiona Kidman, Owen
Marshall, Witi Ihimaera and Charlotte Grimshaw, among numerous others who regularly feature
on the New Zealand bestseller list. Over the years her authors have won the New Zealand Book
Awards, the Montana Book Awards, the New Zealand Post Awards and the Best First Book in the
Commonwealth Writers Prize, and several have been shortlisted for the prestigious Frank O’Connor
Award. She publishes both literary and commercial fiction under the imprints of Penguin, Vintage
and Black Swan. She also publishes Young Adult fiction.

Margaret Sinclair
Publisher, General Non-Fiction
Margaret Sinclair commissions general trade non-fiction titles, including cookbooks, lifestyle, health
and wellbeing, heartland and parenting titles. She also works with a range of organisations including
charities, schools and corporates to produce professional and attractive books for and about them.
She has worked for several publishers in New Zealand and the UK over the last thirty years, including
Heinemann Educational, Macmillan, Fodor’s and Random House.
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